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K. Michelle: My Life (Series 3)

8 x 30'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Between a Tour and a Hard Place

In the third season premiere, K. Michelle takes a break from her multi-city tour for the grand
opening of her new restaurant Puff & Petals. When the opening doesn’t go as planned -- and
Jonathan beefs with P. London -- K. is anything but relaxed.

2. Finding Kimberly Part 1

K. Michelle travels home to Memphis to escape the stress of her life and business, and to spend
time with her family and her boyfriend. When sister Shalah abruptly announces she’s giving up her
career to move to Atlanta, K. is shocked.

3. Finding Kimberly Part 2

A ghost tour of Memphis scares up plenty of drama as K. Michelle's high school friend Viara goes
on the attack with Jonathan. Also, K. drops in at her old high school to inspire a new generation of
young artists.

4. Restaurant Impossible

K returns to Atlanta and is disappointed with the progress on her restaurant, but when a team
building exercise goes off the rails her staffing problems prove even worse. Also, K babysits for
identical twins and an old flame tries to break up her relationship with Dr. Sims.

5. You Should be with Me

Things go left when K tries to discover why an old flame is trying to break up her relationship with
Dr. Sims. Also, K auditions the first act for her record label and has a tasting for her restaurant
menu.

6. Wiggin' Out
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When a wig-snatching confrontation with Melisia puts her friendship with K on pause, P. London
steps in to resolve the issue.

7. Love is on the Air

K.Michelle, high on love, rolls the dice on a departure from her signature sound with her fourth
album -- and also fixes P. London and Melisia up on some hot dates.

8. Will Puff go Poof

K. Michelle must decide to open her restaurant or delay further. Also, K gets a pair of surprises --
one pleasant, and one that pits two of her best friends against each other.


